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Abstract 

Objectives: Osteoporotic fractures of the pelvis (OFP) are an increasing issue in orthopedics. Current classification 

systems (CS) are mostly CT-based and complex and offer only moderate to substantial inter-rater reliability (interRR) 

and intra-rater reliability (intraRR). MRI is thus gaining importance as a complement.

This study aimed to develop a simple and reliable CT- and MRI-based CS for OFP.

Methods: A structured iterative procedure was conducted to reach a consensus among German-speaking spinal 

and pelvic trauma experts over 5 years. As a result, the proposed OF-Pelvis CS was developed. To assess its reliability, 

28 experienced trauma and orthopedic surgeons categorized 25 anonymized cases using X-ray, CT, and MRI scans 

twice via online surveys. A period of 4 weeks separated the completion of the first from the second survey, and the 

cases were presented in an altered order. While 13 of the raters were also involved in developing the CS (developing 

raters (DR)), 15 user raters (UR) were not deeply involved in the development process.

To assess the interRR of the OF-Pelvis categories, Fleiss’ kappa (κF) was calculated for each survey. The intraRR for both 

surveys was calculated for each rater using Kendall’s tau (τK). The presence of a modifier was calculated with κF for 

interRR and Cohen’s kappa (κC) for intraRR.

Results: The OF-Pelvis consists of five subgroups and three modifiers. Instability increases from subgroups 1 (OF1) to 

5 (OF5) and by a given modifier. The three modifiers can be assigned alone or in combination.

In both surveys, the interRR for subgroups was substantial: κF = 0.764 (Survey 1) and κF = 0.790 (Survey 2). The interRR 

of the DR and UR was nearly on par (κF Survey 1/Survey 2: DR 0.776/0.813; UR 0.748/0.766). The agreement for each 

of the five subgroups was also strong (κF min.–max. Survey 1/Survey 2: 0.708–0.827/0.747–0.852). The existence of at 

least one modifier was rated with substantial agreement (κF Survey 1/Survey 2: 0.646/0.629).

The intraRR for subgroups showed almost perfect agreement (τK = 0.894, DR: τK = 0.901, UR: τK = 0.889). The modifier 

had an intraRR of κC = 0.684 (DR: κC = 0.723, UR: κC = 0.651), which is also considered substantial.
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Introduction

In 1982, Lourie first described sacral insufficiency/fragil-

ity fractures as a “spontaneous osteoporotic fracture of 

the sacrum: an unrecognized syndrome of the elderly” 

[1]. Today osteoporotic fractures of the pelvis (OFP) are 

an increasing issue in orthopaedics with increasing inci-

dence, relevant health care costs, high morbidity and 

high mortality [2].

Several classification systems (CS) focusing on various 

aspects have been developed over time. However, the 

established CSs did not describe the special issues of OFP 

well until the “comprehensive classification of fragility 

fractures of the pelvic ring” (FFP) was published in 2013 

to deal specifically with OFP [3]. Another CS that Bakker 

et al. published in 2018 considers only osteoporotic sacral 

fractures; hence, it is not comprehensive for the entire 

pelvic ring [4]. In contrast, the 2019 published alphanu-

meric CS (ANC), like the FFP, considers the sacrum and 

the entire pelvic ring while the AOSpine sacral CS (AOS-

pine SCS) focuses mainly on sacral fracture patterns. 

Anterior pelvic ring injuries and sacroiliac joint lesions 

are taken into account in this CS via modifiers. Insuffi-

ciency fractures are summarized under C0 and not fur-

ther differentiated [5].

All of the above CSs are based solely on CT findings 

[3, 5, 6]. Only Bakker et al. used the combinations of CT 

and MRI in four of the 130 described cases [4]. In 2015, 

Nuchtern et  al. showed that 17% of the posterior pelvic 

ring injuries were missed when only CT was used in an 

osteoporotic cohort [7]. Mendel et al. also found that in a 

series of 78 bilateral fragility fractures of the sacrum, con-

tralateral fracture involvement could only be detected via 

MRI in 17 cases (22%) [8]. Nevertheless MRI findings are 

relevant and influence treatment decisions [9–11].

Considering the above-mentioned issues and limita-

tions of the available CSs, efforts to develop a CS for 

OFP are worthwhile. Motivated by the successful devel-

opment of the CS for osteoporotic thoracolumbar spinal 

fractures [12] the working group „Osteoporotic Fractures 

“(AG OF) of the spine section of the German Society for 

Orthopaedics and Trauma (DGOU) commenced the OF-

Pelvis project.

The objective of this endeavor has been, first, to view 

osteoporotic fractures of the sacrum and pelvic ring as 

an entire entity. Second, CT and MRI findings should be 

considered, and the degree of instability should correlate 

to the classification categories. Finally, the new CS should 

be reliable and easy to use.

Methods

The AG OF’s work followed “A Concept for the Validation 

of Fracture Classifications” which Audigé et al. published 

in 2005 [13]. In the first phase classification categories 

where defined through an iterative process of drafts and 

evaluations. In the second phase an agreement study 

among representative future users was performed. The 

third phase that Audigé introduced (a prospective clinical 

study assessing the usefulness of the CS) has not yet been 

performed.

First phase

Consecutive meetings of the AG OF were inaugu-

rated. Two meetings analyzing the state-of-knowledge 

were held in September and November of 2015. Pelvic 

researchers of the DGOU were invited to lecture during 

the meetings. The FFP as the current standalone CS for 

OFP [3] and the existing CSs for non-osteoporotic sacral 

and pelvic ring fractures and anatomical findings of the 

sacrum [14] were evaluated.

In subsequent meetings the AG OF performed an 

extensive literature review and discussed the findings in 

the context of the current classifications.

The first pre-evaluation evaluated the inter-rater reli-

ability (interRR) of the first classification draft following 

seven subsequent meetings. The reasons for disagree-

ments were examined and the classification draft was 

modified according to these insights. Two additional 

evaluations assessed the revised interim classification 

drafts. The actual classification draft was thus developed, 

and the first phase was finished in an iterative process 

involving 16 meetings with 10–20 participants (mean 

13 ± 2).

Second phase

The performance of this phase was orientated toward the 

evaluation of the reliability of the AOSpine thoracolum-

bar spine injury and sacral CSs [5, 15]. All members of 

the spine section of the DGOU, not only members of the 

AG OF, were invited to participate in two online surveys, 

which were conducted 4 weeks apart.

The surveys were conducted online using RED-

Cap software (Version 6.5.2, Nashville, TN: Vanderbilt 

Conclusion: The OF-Pelvis is a reliable tool to categorize OFP with substantial interRR and almost perfect intraRR. The 

similar reliabilities between experienced DRs and URs demonstrate that the training status of the user is not impor-

tant. However, it may be a reliable basis for an indication of the treatment score.
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University). Cases were presented online to all partici-

pants. To ensure that the raters had an understanding of 

the CSs, they were instructed to read a written tutorial, 

which was sent 2 weeks before the first survey. Before 

completing the first and second surveys, the raters also 

watched a 10-min tutorial, followed by a trial run of three 

cases. All raters were asked to have an explanation sheet 

detailing the OF-Pelvis classification readily available 

during survey completion.

Case selection and presentation

All developing members of the AG OF were invited to 

send cases of each category to the study center. Out of 

120 anonymized cases, by a team of experts (B.U., K.S. 

and U.S.) 25 typical cases including all subgroups and 

modifiers were selected and a “gold standard” defined. 

These 25 cases were not evaluated in the development 

process.

For the evaluation DICOM data were prepared to give 

every case the same formal appearance, which consisted 

of key images (conventional radiograph of the pelvis as 

well as selected MRI and CT slices) and a video sequence 

with all axial, coronal and sagittal CT and MRI slices The 

evaluation was performed in two surveys with 4 weeks in 

between and altered order of cases in the second survey.

Twenty-eight orthopedic and trauma surgeons expe-

rienced with OFP evaluated the classification. Thirteen 

members of the AG-OF who had also participated in the 

development meetings were defined as developing raters 

(DR). Fifteen members of the spine section of the DGOU 

who where not involved substantially in the development 

process were defined as User Rater (UR).

Statistics

Data were collected in Microsoft Excel sheets using 

REDCap and exported to SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics for 

Windows, Version 27.0, Armonk, NY: IBM Corp) for sta-

tistical analysis. Initially Fleiss´ kappa (κF) was used to 

analyze interRR for the OF Pelvis overall, as well as for 

the five subgroups. The total interRR was analyzed of 

the complete rater cohort, before being analyzed accord-

ing to differentiated considerations for the DRs and URs. 

The interRR was calculated for both surveys. Kendall’s 

tau (τK) was used to calculate the intra-rater reliability 

(intraRR) for the entire group of raters and for the DR 

and UR subgroups.

The interRR for identifying a modifier in general was 

analyzed using a dichotomous variable—whether a 

modifier was found in principle or not—for both sur-

veys. Additionally, the interRR was calculated sepa-

rately for each of the three modifiers across the entire 

rater cohort, as well as for the DR and UR subgroups. 

Here, Cohen’s kappa (κC) was also employed to describe 

the intraRR for modifier detection in principle and for 

each modifier separately, for the entire rater cohort, 

and for the DR and UR subgroups, respectively.

In interpreting the κF, τK, and κC values, the Landis 

and Koch classification and interpretation criteria [16] 

were used to indicate agreement (slight: 0.01–0.20, fair: 

0.21–0.40, moderate: 0.41–0.60, substantial: 0.61–0.80, 

and almost perfect: 0.81–1.00). The proportion of the 

raters in total agreement with the gold standard was 

calculated for each case. Hereafter, the mean of this 

proportion, which was calculated separately for the 

OF-Pelvis, its five subgroups, an identified modifier in 

principle, and the three separate modifiers, was used to 

indicate absolute agreement.

Classification proposal

The developed OF-Pelvis, which consists of five sub-

groups and three modifiers, is depicted in Fig.  1. In 

general a fracture is defined by the coincidence of CT- 

and MRI-findings at the same localization. The case 

of edema detected in the pelvic ring via MRI without 

fracture signs in the CT is described as OF1. Fractures 

detectable via both CT and MRI are classified by sub-

groups OF2-OF5 depending on fracture localization. 

OF2 is a fracture of the anterior pelvic ring at one or 

both sides with uninjured posterior pelvic ring struc-

tures. OF3 is a unilateral sacral fracture and OF4 is a 

bilateral sacral fracture. An anterior ring lesion is facul-

tative for both. With or without an anterior ring lesion, 

OF5 is an iliac or sacroiliac fracture that is highly unsta-

ble, due to the absence of fracture-spanning ligamen-

tous structures in that fracture pattern (Fig. 1). So the 

degree of instability should increase from OF1 to OF5.

The modifiers indicate a higher degree of instabil-

ity than assumed according to the subgroup only. The 

importance of the iliolumbar ligaments for OFP is 

described in the literature [8, 17]. In respect to this the 

modifier M1 means an L5 transverse process fracture in 

the CT, which indicates involvement of the iliolumbar 

ligaments. Displacement is established as indicator for 

higher degree of instability e.g. in the FFP [3] and ANC 

[3] CS. So M2 means a displacement at any localiza-

tion in each direction. Regarding that an edema can be 

detected in the absence of fracture line [7], the modi-

fier M3 describes cases in which any edema is visible 

on the MRI at an additional localization to a confirmed 

fracture in the CT. The modifiers can be assigned alone 

or in combination (Fig.  2). They modifiers are not 

weighted by importance.
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Fig. 1 Localization of edema in OF1 and fracture localization in OF 2 – OF5. Continuous lines are variants of inevitable localizations for classification 

while broken lines are facultative localizations. Regarding edema detection needs MRI or Dual Energy CT OF 1 is presented in a different way than 

fracture lines in OF2-OF5

Fig. 2 Three modifiers of the OF-Pelvis classifications system for osteoporotic sacral and pelvic ring fractures. Modifier can be assigned alone or in 

combination and shall indicate more severe injury a) Modifier 1 fracture of the L5 transverse process b-d) Displacement at any localization e) CT 

shows only a fracture of the sacral ala and f ) the MRI reveals additional edema in the iliac bone without fracture evidence in the CT
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Results

Rater

Thirteen members of the AG-OF who had participated 

more than six times (7–15) at the 18 development meet-

ings took part as DRs.

Fifteen members of the spine section of the DGOU and 

the AG OF who were not substantially involved in the 

development process (they had participated in less than 

six of the 18 meetings) and had not participated at all in 

the pre-evaluations took part in the evaluations as URs. 

All raters are experienced orthopedic and trauma sur-

geons with expertise in OFP.

Reliability of the OF‑pelvis subgroups

Table  1 presents the κF values for the interRR of the 

entire group of raters and for the DR and UR subgroups 

of the first and second surveys. The interRR of the OF-

Pelvis showed higher values in the second survey (OF-

Pelvis: 0.790, DR: 0.813, UR: 0.766). The lowest interRR 

was found among the URs in the first survey, but at 0.748, 

it was nevertheless strong. The confidence intervals also 

exhibited substantial agreement, with the lowest limit at 

0.727.

τK indicated a mean intraRR for the entire group of 

raters at 0.894 (0.95 CI: 0.862–0.926). The mean intraRR 

was 0.901 (0.95CI: 0.853–0.948) in the DR subgroup and 

0.889 (0.95 CI: 0.840–0.938) in the UR subgroup (τK).

In both the first and second surveys the absolute agree-

ment was always exceeded 83% (the first survey OF5 for 

URs) and reached up to 99% for the entire group of 25 

raters. (see Table 1).

Modifiers

Table  2 presents the κF values for interRR among all 

raters, DR and UR, respectively, in identifying modifiers 

in each survey. Overall, the values, which ranged between 

0.526 and 0.810, exhibited substantial agreement. 

Depending on the focus, the agreement can also be inter-

preted as moderate or even almost perfect. In general the 

interRR for the modifier was slightly below the interRR of 

the OF-Pelvis itself. Neither survey demonstrated a clear 

tendency toward better reliability.

The intraRR showed a κC value of 0.684 for the detec-

tion of a modifier in principle (Table  3). Compared to 

modifiers M2 and M3, the modifier M1 showed the high-

est reliability across the entire group and in the DR and 

UR subgroups. The modifier M3 showed, in general, the 

lowest intraRR (0.664 across the entire rater group, 0.703 

in the DR subgroup, and 0.630 in the UR subgroup). With 

the overlapping confidence intervals, the intraRR for the 

Table 1 Fleiss’ kappa for inter-rater reliability of OF-pelvis subgroups 1 to 5 on the first and second surveys (Total: complete rater 

cohort, DR: developing rater, UR: user rater). For each survey the absolute agreement of the raters choice with the “gold standard” is 

given

First survey Second survey

0.95 CI Absolute 
agreement

0.95 CI Absolute 
agreement

Kappa (lower–upper limit) Kappa (lower–upper limit)

Total OF-Pelvis 0.764 (0.754–0.774) 89% 0.790 (0.780–0.800) 90%

OF1 0.790 (0.769–0.810) 86% 0.809 (0.789–0.829) 87%

OF2 0.815 (0.795–0.835) 94% 0.852 (0.832–0.872) 99%

OF3 0.708 (0.688–0.729) 87% 0.750 (0.730–0.770) 89%

OF4 0.717 (0.697–0.738) 90% 0.747 (0.727–0.768) 90%

OF5 0.827 (0.807–0.847) 86% 0.808 (0.788–0.828) 86%

DR OF-Pelvis 0.776 (0.754–0.799) 90% 0.813 (0.790–0.836) 91%

OF1 0.772 (0.727–0.816) 87% 0.867 (0.823–0.912) 88%

OF2 0.796 (0.751–0.840) 91% 0.831 (0.786–0.875) 98%

OF3 0.727 (0.682–0.771) 88% 0.809 (0.765–0.854) 90%

OF4 0.752 (0.708–0.797) 92% 0.775 (0.731–0.820) 94%

OF5 0.866 (0.821–0.910) 88% 0.798 (0.754–0.842) 85%

UR OF-Pelvis 0.748 (0.727–0.769) 88% 0.766 (0.746–0.785) 90%

OF1 0.818 (0.777–0.859) 85% 0.759 (0.721–0.797) 85%

OF2 0.827 (0.786–0.869) 97% 0.866 (0.828–0.904) 99%

OF3 0.671 (0.630–0.712) 86% 0.704 (0.666–0.742) 89%

OF4 0.684 (0.642–0.725) 89% 0.714 (0.676–0.752) 88%

OF5 0.779 (0.738–0.820) 83% 0.805 (0.767–0.844) 87%
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DR and UR subgroups were on par, although the URs 

showed a slight tendency toward lower values.

The absolute agreement of the raters with the “gold 

standard” was very high with values between 85 and 96% 

(Table 2).

Discussion

Several CSs [4] for OFP have been developed. The main 

drawbacks of the existing CSs include a lack of compre-

hensiveness, excessive complexity and/or low reliability. 

The proposed OF-Pelvis CS offers a comprehensive tool 

with a rather small numbers of subgroups and modifiers, 

but a substantial up to almost perfect interRR and intra 

RR. The ease of use is reflected in the small difference in 

reliability between the DR and UR subgroups.

Classification of the whole pelvis

The FFP, ANC, and OF-Pelvis consider osteoporotic frac-

tures of the sacrum and pelvic ring as an entire entity. In 

contrast the AOSpine SCS classifies the anterior lesion 

with only one modifier and does not focus on osteoporo-

tic fractures. Aiming to classify fractures according to the 

risk of cement leakage following sacroplasty, Bakker et al. 

[4] considered only the sacrum. It is advisable however, to 

examine the entire pelvic ring and not the sacrum alone 

because the majority of OFPs show combined fracture 

patterns of sacral and anterior lesions [3, 18].

Complexity and comprehensiveness

The OF-Pelvis consists of five subgroups and three modi-

fiers, for a total of eight items only. Meanwhile the FFP 

contains four major categories with two to three sub-

categories each for a total of 11 groups [3]. The ANC 

includes three fracture types and three groups for two 

of the three types. Three subtypes are given for Group 1 

and six subtypes each are given for group 2 and 3. Thus, 

a total of 31 fracture subtypes are possible [6]. The AOS-

pine SCS follows the AO principles with A, B and C indi-

cating fracture severity and three subgroups, for a total 

of 10 types. It is clearly structured but is not applicable 

to OFPs which are summarized in one subgroup (C0) 

Table 2 Fleiss’ Kappa for inter-rater Reliability in detecting a modifier in principle and in detecting the separate modifiers M1, M2 and 

M3 in the first and second surveys (Total: complete rater cohort, DR: developing raters, UR: user raters). For each survey, the absolute 

agreement of the raters´ choices with the “gold standard” is given

1st survey 2st survey

0.95 CI absolute 
agreement

0.95 CI absolute 
agreement

Modifier kappa (lower‑upper limit) kappa (lower‑upper limit)

total in principle 0.646 (0.625–0.667) 89% 0.629 (0.608–0.650) 90%

M1 0.756 (0.736–0.776) 95% 0.777 (0.757–0.797) 95%

M2 0.662 (0.642–0.682) 89% 0.569 (0.549–0.590) 86%

M3 0.549 (0.529–0.569) 87% 0.602 (0.581–0.622) 88%

DR in principle 0.667 (0.623–0.712) 89% 0.702 (0.657–0.746) 91%

M1 0.810 (0.766–0.854) 96% 0.748 (0.703–0.792) 95%

M2 0.718 (0.673–0.762) 90% 0.614 (0.570–0.659) 88%

M3 0.568 (0.524–0.613) 88% 0.603 (0.559–0.648) 88%

UR in principle 0.617 (0.576–0.658) 88% 0.565 (0.524–0.606) 89%

M1 0.712 (0.674–0.750) 94% 0.803 (0.765–0.841) 96%

M2 0.618 (0.579–0.656) 87% 0.532 (0.493–0.570) 85%

M3 0.526 (0.487–0.564) 86% 0.608 (0.569–0.646) 88%

Table 3 Cohens Kappa for intra-rater reliability in detecting a 

modifier in principle and in detecting the separate modifiers 

M1, M2 and M3 in the first and second surveys (Total: entire rater 

cohort, DR: developing raters, UR: user raters)

0.95 CI

Modifier Kappa (lower–upper limit)

Total In principle 0.684 (0.585–0.784)

M1 0.777 (0.714–0.840)

M2 0.720 (0.657–0.784)

M3 0.664 (0.584–0.743)

DR In principle 0.723 (0.611–0.835)

M1 0.781 (0.669–0.894)

M2 0.737 (0.668–0.806)

M3 0.703 (0.588–0.818)

UR In principle 0.651 (0.481–0.821)

M1 0.773 (0.693–0.852)

M2 0.706 (0.595–0.817)

M3 0.630 (0.509–0.751)
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only without further differentiation [5]. In relation to the 

other above-mentioned CSs, the OF-Pelvis includes only 

five subgroups. The potential disadvantage of this sim-

plicity is a lack of comprehensiveness.

From clinical and scientific perspectives, the require-

ments for a CS differ. While the clinical perspective 

demands an intuitive, easy-to-use, and clinically valuable 

tool, the scientific perspective prioritizes CSs that are 

able to describe almost any potential fracture pattern.

The AG OF decided to address the classification of 

OFP from the clinical perspective. Although this deci-

sion meant sacrificing the ability of the CS to describe 

a transverse fracture component of the sacrum, such as 

interconnecting bilateral fracture lines, in detail (such a 

case is summarized with OF4), this sacrifice was deemed 

acceptable because the impact of the missing information 

on the decision to pursue conservative versus surgical 

treatment is unclear. Furthermore, efforts to construct a 

CS capable of providing categories clearly aligned with 

surgical procedures to address each fracture type are lim-

ited by the lack of evidence for widely varying surgical 

treatment strategies for OFP [10, 19–21].

For the general decision regarding surgery versus con-

servative treatment, the development of a clinical score 

in addition to the OF-Pelvis is planned.

The role of MRI

In 2008, Cabarrus et al. demonstrated the value of MRI 

for detecting OFP in relation to CT [22]. A review in 

2010 by Lyders et  al. underlined these findings [23]. A 

working group of pelvic surgeons subsequently illus-

trated the importance of the MRI for detecting pelvic 

injuries especially in geriatric patients [7, 24]. As a logical 

consequence it seems to be necessary to consider MRI-

findings in the classification of OFP. A unique feature of 

the OF Pelvis in relation to the FFP, ANC, AOSpine SCS 

and Bakker et al. ´s classification scheme is the inclusion 

of MRI findings in the CS. From this perspective, the OF 

Pelvis is the most comprehensive CS available to date. 

Palm et al. found that dual-energy CT was able to detect 

bone edema in the pelvic ring with the same sensitiv-

ity and specificity as MRI at the pelvic ring [25]. Under 

the OF-Pelvis CS, edema detected with dual-energy CT 

in the absence of fracture lines at the same localization 

can be classified—like MRI detected bone edema—as 

OF1 or M3, respectively. If no MRI is present or available 

e.g. due to medical contraindications the OF-Pelvis CS 

can be used with limitation to detect subgroup OF1 and 

modifier M3. To assess the clinical benefit of MRI further 

studies are necessary. The OF-Pelvis CS could be a useful 

tool for those studies.

Reflection of the degree of instability via classification

The FFP’s major categories aim to reflect the degree of 

a fracture’s instability, which is suitable for most cases. 

However, the iliolumbar and sacroiliac ligaments are con-

sidered to stabilize the spinopelvic junction [8, 26], yet 

the FFP seems not to focus on this topic. Having raised 

some concerns regarding the reliability of the FFP in 

demonstrating the degree of instability [6], Krappinger 

et al. introduced the ANC as a solution. The structure of 

the ANC is quite clear. Fractures localized at the anterior 

pelvic region (Type A) exhibit the lowest degree of insta-

bility, followed by fractures localized at the posterior pel-

vic ring (Type P) and finally combined anterior-posterior 

(Type AP) injuries with the highest degree of instability. 

Groups describe the presence of a uni- or bilateral frac-

ture and transverse fracture components. These fractures 

can be complete or incomplete. The role of the sacroiliac 

and iliolumbar ligaments is considered by subgroups 1–3. 

Thus, compared to the FFP and the OF-Pelvis, the supe-

rior capability of the ANC to describe the degree of insta-

bility in detail cannot be denied. The greater complexity 

induced by the ANC’s 31 types may reduce its acceptance 

and lead to lower interRR and intraRR if tested by more 

than 4 raters. The AO Spine SCS is not discussed here 

because it is not applicable to OFP, which it summar-

ily categorizes under C0 subgroup. Bakker et  al. finally 

defined only one type (C3 displaced sacral U-type) as 

unstable.

In the OF-Pelvis CS, instability increases from OF 1 

to OF 5. The most stable pattern is bone edema with-

out fracture signs on the CT (OF1). The instability 

then increases from OF2 (anterior fracture only) to the 

involvement of the sacrum (OF3 on one side and OF4 on 

both sides). OF 5 is considered to have the highest degree 

of instability, as it lacks stabilization from spanning liga-

mentous structures. The modifiers (M1-M3) indicate a 

more severe fracture. M1 (fracture of the L5 transverse 

process) indicates primary or secondary insufficiency of 

the iliolumbar ligament especially in the case of fracture 

progress, as Mendel et al. and Rommens et al. described 

[8, 17]. M2 (displacement at any localization) is a com-

mon feature for instability in the FFP, ANC, AOSpine 

SCS and Bakker et  al. CS. M3 (edema at any additional 

localization) considers that CT is not sensitive enough to 

detect all alterations of the pelvic ring. Thus, it is possi-

ble to include the MRI findings into therapy planning, e. 

g. from the perspective of potential fracture progress [8, 

17]. Further biomechanical and/or finite elements studies 

are necessary to investigate the correlation of degree of 

instability and OF 1–5 subgroups and the biomechanical 

impact of modifier M1–3 on stability.
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InterRR and intraRR and methods of their evaluation

Krappinger et al. published interRR and intraRR values 

of the FFP CS in 2019. Their study involved four raters 

(three orthopedic traumatologists with varying lev-

els of experience and one radiologist) who were asked 

to classify 100 pelvic CT scans according to the FFP 

in two sessions. With kappa (κ) values of 0.42 to 0.59, 

interRR for the major groups of the FFP was moderate. 

Meanwhile, κ values of 0.68 to 0.72 indicated the FFP’s 

substantial intraRR. The interRR and intraRR for sub-

groups of the FFP, finally, were slight to moderate, with 

κ values of 0.10 to 0.52 and 0.29 to 0.66, respectively 

[18].

Another evaluation of the FFP CS was published in 

2019. It engaged six experienced and six inexperienced 

surgeons. Sixty CT scans where evaluated to determine 

the intraRR and interRR and the percentage of agreement 

with the gold standard, which was defined by one sur-

geon whom the originator of the FFP trained. The study 

revealed moderate interRR (κ: 0.53) and intraRR (κ: 0.46) 

for the complete FFP CS and substantial interRR (κ: 0.61) 

and intraRR (κ: 0.60) for the major categories [27].

The study introducing the ANC demonstrated its 

moderate to substantial interRR and substantial overall 

intraRR, with κ values of 0.71 to 0.80. The authors used 

the same setting as in their above cited study [18]., find-

ing that the ANC demonstrated overall reliability for 

classifying OFP’s comparable to that of the FFP [6].

Recently the AOSpine SCS was tested for its intraRR 

and interRR. For this purpose 18 surgeons reviewed 38 

cases twice, with 4 weeks separating the two reviews. The 

AOSpine SCS showed excellent intraRR (κ: 0.83) and a 

substantial interRR (κ: 0.75) for severity as well as sub-

stantial intraRR (κ: 0.77) and moderate (κ: 0.64) interRR 

for all subtypes [5]. The “Bakker System” has not been 

evaluated to our knowledge to date [4].

The OF-Pelvis evaluation process followed the evalua-

tion methodology of the AOSpine thoracolumbar CS [28, 

29] and the AOSpine SCS [5]. The results of this study 

demonstrated substantial to almost perfect interRR (κF 

0.684–0.866) and a almost perfect intraRR for the entire 

group of raters with a τK of 0.894 for the classification 

subgroups.

Despite a slight tendency toward higher reliability on 

the second survey, the interRR for the five subgroups 

exhibited strong uniformity overall. The modifiers - in 

general and in detail - showed mainly substantial interRR 

(κF 0.526–0.810) and constant substantial intraRR (κC 

0.630–0.777). Thus, the agreement can be interpreted as 

substantial up to almost perfect, depending on the focus 

and the intraRR can be interpreted as almost perfect.

The system’s ease of use, moreover, is reflected in the 

small difference in reliability between the DR and UR 

subgroups. The OF-Pelvis in total reached excellent 

agreement with the gold standard of 89 and 90%.

Despite this supposed completeness and the possible 

increased variance associated with it, the OF-Pelvis CS 

achieves reliability measures that are superior to those of 

the previously established CSs. Due to the differing num-

ber of raters and cases as well the differing modes of case 

presentation a direct comparison of interRR and intraRR 

across the available CSs (e.g. FFP, ANS, AOSpine SCS) 

could be faulty. However, an evaluation of all considered 

CSs with the same raters, cases, and methods could pro-

vide reliable data for direct comparison.

To evaluate the clinical usefulness of OF Pelvis fur-

ther research is necessary. The OF working group plans 

a Audigé’s phase three evaluation in which the OF Pel-

vis related treatment decisions are evaluated with clinical 

outcome assessments like e.g. Majeed Score [30] and pos-

sibly with a new prognostic pelvic injury outcome score 

which reveals higher interRR than e.g. Majeed score [31].

Limitation

The comparability of this study’s results with those of 

other studies in that field is limited by the differing num-

bers of classified cases and participating raters. The dif-

fering methods employed to review the image data also 

hinder direct comparisons.

No conclusions are possible regarding the usefulness of 

the OF Pelvis without an as-yet unconducted third phase 

following Audigé.

Finally the selectivity between the user and developer 

rater subgroups is weak and all had certain knowledge 

of pelvic fractures, so this study’s assertions regarding 

users´ training statuses are limited.

Conclusion

The OF-Pelvis is a simple a reliable classification system 

with substantial inter-rater reliability and almost perfect 

intra-rater reliability. Further, the OF-Pelvis considers in 

addition to the CT-data the MRI findings for classifica-

tion, which makes it unique among existing CSs. How-

ever, the similar reliabilities between the developing rater 

and the using raters subgroups indicate the simple man-

ageability of the CS’s. The OF-Pelvis may be a reliable 

basis for an indication of treatment score.
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